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Introducing MacPherson Ride Chassis – the way steering and suspension was meant to be!

With MacPherson Ride Chassis, we provide you with the very best in steering and suspension

components, along with the convenience of our complete strut and control arm assemblies. 

Our parts help save time, labor, and keep safety on the job 

in the forefront. Plus, we bring a new level of 

performance that builds customer confidence, trust and 

satisfaction, at a price that keeps profits in your shop.

Ask for MacPherson Ride Chassis and get in front of the 

chassis business in your market.

Macpherson Ride Chassis Announcement

Receive an additional 10% off of your regular price on all stocking NGK Power Sport PlugsReceive an additional 10% off of your regular price on all stocking NGK Power Sport PlugsReceive an additional 10% off of your regular price on all stocking NGK Power Sport Plugs

Receive an additional 5% on a plug order of 4-12 plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 5% on a plug order of 4-12 plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 5% on a plug order of 4-12 plugs Mix 'N' Match

Receive an additional 7% on a plug order of 13-24 plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 7% on a plug order of 13-24 plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 7% on a plug order of 13-24 plugs Mix 'N' Match

Receive an additional 10% on a plug order of 24+ plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 10% on a plug order of 24+ plugs Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 10% on a plug order of 24+ plugs Mix 'N' Match

Roloc Discs
MMM 07480 | 2" Course box of 25

MMM 07481 | 2" Medium box of 25 

MMM 07486 | 3" Medium box of 25 

MMM 07485 | 3" Course box of 25

PIC 880HDL | Top Post card of 10 

DEK 00369 | Standard Top Post 

DEK 00192 | Standard Side Post 

Universal Terminals and Cable Ends

REGINA:     
YORKTON: 
ESTEVAN:
WEYBURN:
ESTEVAN:

(306) 525-2551
(306) 783-6515
(306) 634-3664
(306) 842-4676
(306) 721-7711

3 Ton Floor Jack

2xP- Double Pump design for fast efficient lifting. Built for the professional user.

Equipped with safety bypass to prevent overloading. Rear mounted swivel casters for

easy maneuverability. Heavy duty pump, ram and cylinders are precision machined and

inspected to ensure long service life and superior performance.

Quantities are limited! 

SAE 030417

 CPS FA1234 

Convertible Multi Refrigerant Machine
Multi refrigerant R134A OR R1234YF RRR fully

automatic AC machine. 
ONLY ONEONLY ONEONLY ONE

LEFT AT THISLEFT AT THISLEFT AT THIS

PRICE!PRICE!PRICE!    

Mechanix Wear® FastFit® mechanic's gloves feature a

durable synthetic palm. Reinforced thumb and index finger

provide added durability. Form-fitting Trek-Dry® material

keeps hands cool, dry and comfortable.

Mechanix FastFit

PMG MFF-05-009 | Size 9

PMG MFF-05-010 | Size 10

PMG MFF-05-011 | Size 11



Accurate-range 1.100 to 1.3000

Direct Reading

No temperature tables required 

Battery Hydrometer
Battery floats are calibrated using a lead weight, which

resists sulfuric acid corrosion. The weights are hand made

to assure consistency. 

G2S EZ-SP101

Anti-freeze floats are calibrated using

brass weights to resist corrosion. 

Range -12C to -50C

Direct reading, hot or cold

No temperature compensating

Anti-Freeze Tester 

 tables required

G2S EZ-SP102

Disposable Covers

Receive the following additional discounts off of your regular purchase priceReceive the following additional discounts off of your regular purchase price

when you stock up on Parts Master Synthetic Oil Filters!!when you stock up on Parts Master Synthetic Oil Filters!!
  

Receive an additional 5% on a filter order of 12-24 Mix 'N' MatchReceive an additional 5% on a filter order of 12-24 Mix 'N' Match

Receive an additional 7% on a filter order of 25-36Receive an additional 7% on a filter order of 25-36

Receive an additional 10% on a filter order of 36 and upReceive an additional 10% on a filter order of 36 and up

  
*Please Note that all Parts Master Synthetic oil filters use the same part number as traditional filters but they end with the suffix X*Please Note that all Parts Master Synthetic oil filters use the same part number as traditional filters but they end with the suffix X

18-Volt Cordless 10oz Caulk &

Adhesive Gun Kit
The kit includes an 18-volt compact battery, 30-

minute charger, 10-oz carriage, 10-oz plunger

rod and piston assembly.

MLW 2641-21CT

Supplies maximum sustained power to complete the toughest

grinding, surface preparation and cutting applications. 

MLW 2780-20 

M18 FUEL™ 4-1/2" / 5" Grinder Paddle Switch

Large opening with spout for easier

pouring and dispensing. Molded handle

for convenient carrying. Resistant to

chemicals and solvents. 

BLI 11845MI 

Fuel Filter Funnel
This fuel filter removes water,

dirt and debris. Filters gasoline,

heating oil, and kerosene. As

well as 2 cycle mixed gas.

BLI F8C | 5 Gal/Minute 

BLI F3C | 3.5 Gal/Minute

5 Gallon Composite Drain Pan

Work Order Key Tags
Heavy yellow cardstock with

black print. 1.5"x 3". 1000pc.

TAG 4112 

5" clear nylon self locking

plastic tag connectors.

1000pc.

TAG 4114 

Eco Cardboard Disposable
Floor Matt

17” X 22”

Absorbs Moisture and

Traps Dirt

White-faced lightly

indented

500 per box

TAG  4004

Seat covers fit both bench and

bucket seats, resistant to slipping and

tearing. 500 sheets a roll. 

Steering wheel covers protect against

grease and chemicals, fits all makes

and models of vehicles. 500/ box. 

TAG  4239-NSWC 

PaintStik
The Paintstik Original B solid paint marker

combines the durability of paint in the

convenience of a crayon. The real paint

formula has superior marking performance on

oily, icy, wet, dry or cold surfaces and is

weather- and UV-resistant. 

MKL 080220 | White 

MKL 080221 | Yellow

10,000 PSI max operating pressure

10 oz./Minute flow rate and 2 speed design 

Pre-set grease counter dispenses precise amounts

Air bleeder valve for quick priming

Lock-on/Lock-off trigger

Up to 10 grease cartridges per charge

Includes battery, charger and case

MLW 2646-21CT 

M18 Cordless 2-Speed Grease Gun Kit

56pc Socket Set

Four Flat sides for anti-roll 

Removable inner trays

Stamped with metric and SAE 

Shallow and deep socket kit

6 point flank drive

MLW 48-22-9008

TAG  4222 



Fuel Stabilizer
Keeps fuel fresh during

extended storage for easier

start next season. Ensures fuel

stability for 1 year.

KLF 790 | 350ml

Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer 
Lucas Oil Stabilizer is a 100%

petroleum product formulated to

eliminate dry starts and reduce

friction, heat and wear in any type of

engine. It allows motor oils a higher

degree of lubricity which reduces oil

consumption and operating

temperatures. 

LUC 20001 | 946ml 

Red "N" Tacky Grease
Lucas Red "N" Tacky Grease is a smooth, tacky, red

lithium complex grease fortified with rust and oxidation

inhibitors. It has good water resistance and washout

properties. It has excellent mechanical stability and

storage life. It is able to withstand heavy loads for

extended periods of time. 

LUC 20005-30 | 14oz 

The Original Gun Oil
Prevents jamming and overheating, resists evaporation and

penetrates rust freeing stuck parts and actions. Polymeric film

protects from rust, wear and moisture and makes copper, lead

and wad fouling much easier to clean. It neutralizes acids from

fingerprints and resists drying for long term storage use.

LUC 10006 | 59ml 

High Mileage Fuel Treatment
High Mileage Fuel Treatment is created

specifically to restore lost power and

performance in high-mileage vehicles. It

cleans and lubricates fuel system

components, removes valve deposits, lessens

oil contamination and stops knocking and

hesitation.

LUC 20977 | 155ml 

Fuel Treatment
A powerful blend of oils and

additives that contain no

SOLVENTS. Designed to increase

power and fuel mileage and also

lower exhaust emissions through a

more complete combustion.

LUC 20003 | 946ml 

Tool Box Buddy
Long lasting and super slick - allows tools to run

easier and much longer. Two ounce Tool Box Buddy is

exactly as the name implies - this is a superior

lubricant packaged for the tool box.

LUC 10070 | 59ml 

Engine Flush
Thoroughly cleans crankcase prior to

adding fresh oil at oil change.

Improves oil circulation by cleaning

clogged screens, removing piston

varnish and crankcase sludge.

KLF 637 | 350ml

CRC 75089 | 20oz 

Diesel Deep Clean
Diesel Deep Clean causes the fuel to burn much

cleaner eliminating particulate matter and

matter trapped in the filter that would otherwise

go into the exhaust system. This eliminates

exhaust backpressure allowing the engine to

run easier and cooler as well as lowering the

aggravation and down time associated with

particulate filters.

LUC 20873 | 1.89L 

Cleans gum and varnish

from transmissions,

neutralizes deposits,

conditions and

restores seals. Designed

for professional installers.

Transmission Flush

KLF 689 | 2X350ml

Power Steering Flush

Two step process cleans the entire power

steering system and conditions vital internal

components. Reduces steering noise and

extends extreme temperature performance.

Assists in avoiding costly system failures.

Designed for professional installers.

KLF 688 | 2X350ml 

Octanium Maddative
The product increases horsepower, acts

as a lead substitute where required and

eliminates knock and pinging. This

product may not be for the casual

enthusiast, but for those looking for

dramatic results, none can beat

"Octanium!"

KLF 28551 | 946ml 

SFC SF16  | 16oz 

SFC SF128 | 1 Gallon

Cleans fuel injector and carburetor passageways

Cleans intake valve and chamber deposits

Lubricates upper cylinders

Works in crankcase oil to liquefy harmful residues & deposits

Stabilizes gas & diesel fuels up to 2 years

For any gas or diesel fuel blend

Seafoam Motor Treatment 

Permatex 5th Wheel Lubricant
Premeasured grease comes in handy

pouch, requires no tools, creates no

mess. Packaging disintegrates leaving

no waste. Graphite lubricant designed

for heavy duty applications and effective

at extreme temperatures and

environmental conditions.

PER 01010 | 57g 

Non-Flammable BrakeKleen

The original brake parts cleaner.

Formulated to quickly &

effective remove grease, brake

dust, brake fluids, oils, & other

contaminants from brake parts,

lining, pads.

The Brake Cleaner to use where

compliance calls for a chlorine-free

product. Formulated to quickly

remove brake fluid, grease, oil, and

other contaminants from brake

linings & pads.

CRC 75088 | 20oz 

BrakeKleen



The Right Stuff Red
The Right Stuff® Red Gasket Maker is the only high temperature

gasket maker that can quickly return a vehicle to service in just 1

minute. This thick formula maintains reliable and long-lasting

seals. The Right Stuff Red One Minute is superior to most OE

gaskets and provides premium professional grade gaskets for

today’s fast paced professional garages. Temperature

performance up to 650°F intermittent, this gasket maker is

sensor-safe and resists oil and other common shop fluids.

PER 30878 | 147ml 

The Right Stuff Grey
Specifically designed to perform under higher torque loads

associated with engines having closely spaced bolt

patterns. This product is blowout resistant, and sensor-

safe sealing instantly, forming a reliable, long lasting

elastomeric rubber gasket that outperforms precut

gaskets. This material is resistant to powertrain fluids and

operates in environments to 232°C continuous; 260°C

intermittent.

PER 30870 | 147ml 

PER 34310 | 300ml 

The Right Stuff Black
Make leak-proof gaskets and return equipment to service

immediately!  This elastomeric “formed-in-place" material is

more reliable and longer lasting than pre-cut gaskets. It is

blowout resistant and protects against leaks and seepage

caused by vibration and thermal expansion. Temperature

range -59°C to 232°C continuous, 260°C intermittent; resists

ATF, coolant, oil and other shop fluids. Sensor-safe. Fleet-

tested.

PER 30874 | 147ml

PER 30876 | 300ml 

Bead Sealer Thick Formula
32oz heavy duty bead sealer.

PTR 1010009

Leak Seeker Concentrate
8oz tire leak seeker concentrate. 

PTR 1010015 

Microfiber Sponge
Carrand's Microfiber Bone Sponge has a

standard 80/20 blend, with 20 percent

polyamide for superior water and dust

absorption. The super absorbent microfiber

provides lint, streak, and scratch-free cleaning.

PSI 40110 

The gripper handle holds tight to pad with hooks

For a no mess application of protectants,  tire

shine, wax and polish 

Reusable handle,  5" round applicator pad

Microfiber Gripper 

PSI 40123 

2 sided for dusting or defogging

Defogs windows and mirrors

Pockets hold mitt to fingers to

reach along window edges

Suede side for window and mirror

cleaning

PSI 40314 

Long microfiber super suds maker holds more soap and water

Cleans like a mop without snagging on crevices

Elastic cuff keeps mitt snug

80/20 blend

Preferred by car collectors and professional detailers

Microfiber Chenille Long

PSI 40309 

Odor Eliminator

MOT 06811 

Mothers Odor Eliminator

and Refresher is not just a

cover-up! It provides a

permanent and effective

solution to neutralize and

eliminate tough lingering

odors in your vehicle. 2oz

aerosol can.

Tire Mounting Lubricant 
1 gallon of tire mounting lubricant. 

PTR 1010012

Tire Mounting Paste
8lb Tire Mounting Compound

PTR 1010008 

Mothers Gold Car Wash 
Car Wash is strong enough to wash

away dirt, road film, bugs, bird

droppings, airborne pollutants and

other grime, without removing wax

or dulling the paint. This pH

balanced, super-sudsy cleaner also

resists water spotting.

MOT 35632 | 32oz 

MAG1 Enviro Box
Maximize space previously used for one 55 gallon drum.

Reduces the amount of plastic used compared to quart

bottles with a 100% recyclable cardboard box. Tap

dispenser allows for quick and easy filling.

PMO MAG66077 | 0W20 Full Synthetic Dexos GenII 

PMO MAG65445 | 5W30 Full Synthetic Dexos GenII 

PMO MAG65446 | 5W30 Full Synthetic Dexos GenII 

Microfiber Towel
Carrand's Microfiber Glass Towel has a standard 80/20 blend, with

20 percent polyamide for superior water and dust absorption. Keep

inside your car for convenient defogging and removal of smudge

marks from the dash. Use wet or dry for easy, 

chemical-free cleaning.

PSI 40064 | 2pc 

2 Sided Microfiber Dash Duster 

& Defogger

CAR CARE CENTRALCAR CARE CENTRAL


